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Author's Note
The title of this booklet needs some explanation. In 1975
I produced a work called 77ie Death of Cornish, describing
the decline of the language between 1600 and 1800. In
1982 Crysten Fudge produced a companion work, The
Life of Cornish, dealing with the period before 1600. We
hoped to complete the project with a third work, covering
the revival of the language to the present day and ending
on an optimistic note; it might have been called The
Resurrection of Cornish, or even The Second Life of
Cornish.
Tragically, recent events have made it necessary for this
entirely different work to appear, ending on a note of
outrage rather than optimism, and with a very different
title. It describes how the revival has been injured, perhaps
mortally, by those who were entrusted with its protection.
I write in both sorrow and anger, as one who has
devoted much of my life to the revival, who was one of
the principal founders of the Cornish Language Board,
and who served as its first General Secretary and later
as its Treasurer. Alas, poor Frankenstein!
The views here expressed are mine: my colleagues in
various socieites are in no way responsible. Some time
ago I appealed to all sections of the revival movement to
work out some form of compromise and save our cause
from ruin; my reward was to be lampooned as a dinosaur.
The time has come for this dinosaur to roar.
P. A . S. POOL
March 1994

The Second Death of Cornish
This booklet is written for all concerned at the present
state of the revival of the Cornish Language. It explains
how the movement has become divided into three rival
factions and grievously weakened, and the sad
consequences which have followed and which seem
certain to continue. Until recently the revival seemed to
be approaching a degree of success which had previously
appeared impossible, but now all is confusion and discord,
and any further progress seems unlikely. These problems
arise largely from the folly of the Cornish Language Board
and others in abandoning Unified Cornish, the system of
spelling which was evolved by Robert Morton Nance
more than sixty years ago; but to explain how this has
come about, it is necessary to look back nearly a century
to the origins of the revival.
Cornish was once the everyday language of most
Cornish people, but after two centuries of steady decline
it died out as a spoken language in about 1800. Its loss
was due mainly to the indifference of Cornish people, who
then cared little for their Celtic heritage and seemed
mesmerised by the material advantages of using English.
During the 19th century a few scholars prepared Cornish
dictionaries, and editions of the medieval texts, but their
work was purely academic. Virtually no one regretted the
loss of the language, a few openly welcomed this, and
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anyone advocating or prophesying its revival, as a
working language to be spoken and written again by
Cornish people, would simply have been regarded as mad.
It was left to Henry Jenner (1848-1934) to dream,
almost alone, of the revival of Cornwall as a Celtic Nation,
aware of its identity and recognised by others. He realised
that the revival of Cornwall's Celtic language must be a
vital part of any wider cultural movement, and in 1904
he published his Handbook of the Cornish Language, the
first book to be written from a revivalist rather than
academic viewpoint. It contained a rousing call:
Why should Cornishmen learn Cornish? The question is a
fair one, the answer is simple. Because they are Cornishmen.

The number who followed Jenner's lead was small, but
it included Robert Morton Nance (1872-1959), who was
to continue and develop Jenner's pioneer work, so that
the two, as the first and second Grand Bards, became the
leaders and the prophets of the revival of Cornwall's Celtic
culture, and of the language as its symbol and vehicle.
Progress was slow, but in the 1920s Jenner and Nance
were able to found the Old Cornwall movement and the
Cornish Gorsedd; the former published Cornish
dictionaries and other works in and about the language,
while the latter held public ceremonies in Cornish and
awarded hardships to those who could show knowledge
of it. Thus Cornish people became aware that there had
been a Cornish Language, and a small but growing
number worked for its revival as a language to be spoken
and written by Cornish people. A crucial decision was
needed as to the kind of Cornish which they were to speak
and write.
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The spelling of Cornish had changed vastly during the
centuries of its use. Jenner had favoured using for the
revival a system based on the spelling of the 17th and 18th
centuries, when the language was in decline, thus in effect
reviving Cornish where the last native speakers had left
it. The revivalists of the 1920s realised that the success
of the movement would depend on having a system
acceptable to and .used by all, and eventually (with
Jenner's approval) they followed Nance down a different
road. Nance aimed to restore Cornish as it had existed
at its prime, and based his system on the Middle Cornish
of the medieval plays, but freed (to assist modern students)
of many inconsistencies and variant forms.
This system, known as Unified Cornish, first appeard
in Nance's Cornish for All (1929), and continued as the
undisputed vehicle of the revival for over half a century.
It served Cornwall well, as the revival gradually grew
in pace and in public acceptance with the publication of
dictionaries, grammars, stories and extracts from the
medieval texts, mostly the work of Nance or of his
collaborator A . S. D . Smith (Caradar). New words,
normally based on Welsh and Breton equivalents, were
evolved to provide names for things that had not existed
when Cornish was spoken naturally. Unified Cornish
became a 20th century language in its own right, a
beautiful and dignified language for Cornish people to
read, write and speak. Nobody ever claimed that it was
perfect, or incapable of improvement; minor
modifications were regularly suggested, and some gained
general acceptance.
When Nance died in 1959, his followers determined
to continue his work for Cornish, and nobody doubted
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that this should be through the medium of Unified
Cornish, which had served its purpose so well. We felt
that no major change of course was either necessary or
practicable; we had already gone too far down the road
of Unified Cornish to change to another. In 1968 we
founded the Cornish Language Board, into which the Old
Cornwall movement and the Gorsedd merged their work
for the language; we felt (with hindsight most ironically)
that there was need for a single body able to speak with
authority for the language. The Board unanimously
approved a policy declaration, as follows:
The Board considers that Unified Cornish provides an
acceptable common basis for spelling modern writings in the
language, such a basis being essential if the revival is to secure
any degree of public acceptance. For this reason all works
intended for students or for general reading should continue
to use unified spelling, and no deviation therefrom should
be encouraged.

For nearly twenty years the Board did excellent work,
and achieved many of the hopes of its founders. Our object
was a simple one: to make Cornish available as an optional
second language for those Cornish people who wanted
it, and to persuade as many as possible that they should
want it, as the most vital part of Cornwall's heritage. It
became clear that a growing number did want it; public
interest in the use of Cornish increased greatly, and at
times we could not keep pace with the urgent demand for
classes and books. We were united in our aims, and
seemed near to achieving them. In what was otherwise
a bleak time for Cornwall, the revival of the language
seemed close to immense success; we seemed to be
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approaching the promised land which Jenner and Nance
had dreamed of, a land in which a good number of Cornish
people would use the language of their forefathers as a
living tongue.
In the last six years, all has been lost; clarity has been
replaced by confusion, and unity by discord. What went
wrong? Two groups have promoted the use for revived
Cornish of systems of spelling which are totally at variance
with Unified Cornish, and with each other. One group,
led by Kenneth George, favours a system known as
Common Cornish (or Kemyn), which like Unified is based
on medieval Cornish, but with entirely different spelling.
The other group, led by Richard Gendall, favours a system
known as Kernuak, which is based (like Jenner's original
system) on the Late Cornish of the decline. The Language
revival movement has thus split into three rival groups,
each sponsoring a different system of spelling Cornish,
and each with its own publications, funds, and
organisation of supporters. Astonishingly, the supporters
of Kemyn have induced the Cornish Language Board to
abandon its commitment to Unified and to change to
Kemyn. The supporters of Kernuak have established the
Cornish Language Council, and the supporters of Unified
have joined in a society called Agan Tavas (Our
Language). Thus a movement which was until recently
united is now in a state of total schism and disarray, a
disaster which seems beyond anyone's power to avert.
The supporters of Unified Cornish do not doubt the
good faith of those who support Kemyn or Kernuak. We
accept that Kenneth George and Richard Gendall both
possess great knowledge of Cornish, and great concern
for it, and that they and their followers have acted in the
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genuine belief that they were advancing the language
revival. What we doubt is not their good faith, but their
good sense. They have caused a united movement to
divide into three, apparently oblivious to the
consequences.
It can be said for Kernuak that it does resemble Cornish
as at one time used by Cornish people; it has a natural
and genuine ring, and is really a unified form of Late
Cornish, evolved in much the same manner as Nance
evolved his Unified from Middle Cornish. Had the
revivalists of the 1920s decided to continue with Jenner's
spelling, we should probably by now had been using
something very like Kernuak.
Kemyn is something quite different, an entirely artificial
creation which does not resemble Cornish as used by
Cornish people at any time in history. To those
accustomed to Unified, as indeed to those who prefer
Kernuak, Kemyn has an alien and somewhat sinister
appearance, as i f the language had somehow been taken
over by robots and reduced to the status of a code. Every
principle of sound and spelling, claim the supporters of
Kemyn, must be followed to its logical end and strictly
observed, however weird the outcome.
To take a familiar example, the place-name Camborne
is recorded in several forms during the centuries when
its inhabitants spoke Cornish, the most common being
Cambron and Cambrone, the former is found regularly
in the medieval Cornish play Bewnans Meryasek, part of
the action of which is set in Camborne, and this has been
the form used in Unified Cornish. But when Camborne
Town Council wanted to erect signs in Cornish welcoming
people to the town, they understandably sought the advice
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of the Language Board: the outcome was the appearance
of signs welcoming people to Kammbronn, a form
resembling nothing found in history, and of alien and unCornish appearance. What the supporters of Kemyn have
thus done to one Cornish place-name, they seek to do to
the whole language, and have indeed made some progress
in that direction.
Their main success has been the hi-jacking of the
Language Board. Kemyn was first made public in a book
published by Kenneth George in 1986; before the end of
1987, a caucus of its supporters had caused the Board to
abandon its commitment to Unified and to proclaim that
the future lay in Kemyn. They must have been astonished
by the ease and rapidity of their initial success;
consultation was minimal, and no attempt was made to
find out what users of Cornish really wanted. Most
supporters of Unified had little idea what was going on,
until it was too late. We regarded Kenneth George's book
as an important piece of research containing many
valuable ideas, some of which might well be incorporated
into Unified Cornish. Instead, we found that the Language
Board, which as followers of Morton Nance we had
founded to continue his work for Cornish, based on his
Unified system, had fallen into the hands of his detractors
and Unified's opponents. The work of sixty years of
revival, led by a scholar and prophet of true learning and
vision, and then continued by the Language Board, had
been cast aside and replaced by the theories of a false
prophet.
The consequences of the split were easily foreseen, and
have since come to pass. Any popular revival of a minority
language depends for its success on unanimity among its
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supporters as to the spelling and pronunciation of the
language which they seek to revive. Students demand this,
and rightly so. Cornish needs it now, as much as it did
in the 1920s. For nearly sixty years we had it, but now
we have lost it. In such a movement as ours, unity is
strength and discord is weakness. The language was until
recently one of Cornwall's successes, but has now lost
all public credibility, and looks simply absurd. Nobody
can be expected to take seriously a revival movement
which is divided in this way: not prospective students of
Cornish, nor educational bodies, nor possible providers
of funds, nor the Cornish people as a whole. It used to
be a matter of pride to be connected with the revival of
Cornish; now it is sometimes an embarrassment. How can
one not be embarrassed, when asking people to use or
support a language of which most words have three
alternative spellings?
There is now no organisation able to speak with
authority for Cornish, and to foster its revival by wise
decisions on priorities and funds. The Language Board
was founded to do that, and for a while did so, but can
do it no longer. It can speak now only for the supporters
of Kemyn, and its authority has been repudiated by
supporters of both Unified and Kernuak. The Board may
pretend to itself and others that it still holds the semiofficial status for which its founders strove, but in fact
it has forfeited that position.
Sadly, it seems that we must now accept the division
of the Cornish language revival as an accomplished fact.
The follies of recent years have deprived Cornish of the
best opportunity which it is ever likely to be offered of
an honoured position in the forefront of Cornish cultural
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life. We seem to have gone too far towards schism to make
return to unity possible, and we and our successors will
have to live with the consequences of these events, perhaps
for centuries. Posterity will wonder how the supporters
of Cornish stepped back from the brink of success, and
will blame us, all of us, for letting this happen; and
Posterity will be right.
It seems that the best outcome we can now hope for
is to ensure that Cornish never again dies out; it is better
that it should survive, even in a divided and weakened
state, than pass for a second time from among the living
languages of this world. I f survival can be achieved, then
the worst tragedy will have been avoided; but the tragedy
that was not avoided, the one that has already taken place,
is truly vast.
The Language Board think that they have won, and that
the tide in favour of Kemyn is irreversible. They have
rejected repeated offers to discuss all matters at issue, in
the hope of finding a compromise which everyone could
support. They are not interested in compromise or unity,
only in inducing as many people as possible to turn to
their own novel form of Cornish, and to abandon the
unified form which the Board was founded to promote.
What can supporters of Unified Cornish do, to mitigate
the damage which the language has suffered? Our cause
has undeniably sustained a grievous blow, but the vital
necessity now is to appreciate that although much has been
lost, not all has been, nor need be. Unified Cornish is
still there, complete and untarnished, and offers a vastly
better medium for revival of the language than either of
the alternatives. Unified Cornish was evolved, specifically
to serve the revival of Cornish in the 20th Century, by
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a man of true greatness whose knowledge of Cornish and
how it might best be revived can never be approached.
For anyone to claim better knowledge of Cornish and its
needs than Morton Nance is monstrous. The Language
Board in their folly and ingratitude have abandoned sixty
years of devoted work by Nance and his followers, but
nobody should feel the least obligation to follow them.
Should they show any sign of repentance, or of willingness
to compromise, then every effort should be made to
encourage them; otherwise, our prime task is to emphasise
publicly that the Board has cast aside the aims of its
founders, that it has no authority to force its Kemyn on
anyone, and that it has not succeeded in making Unified
disappear. Every action or pronouncement by supporters
if Kemyn, suggesting that their Cornish has replaced
Unified, or that it is now in some sense officially
established, should meet with a prompt and firm rejoinder.
Even in our strange times, Truth is still an effective
weapon. Doubters should be reminded that other
organisations concerned with the language, including the
Gorsedd, the Old Cornwall Federation, the Celtic
Congress, and the Bishop's Committee for Services in
Cornish, have refused to follow the Board's lead, and have
continued to use Unified Cornish.
Above all, people who wish to take up or continue the
study of Cornish, but who are confused and repelled by
the present discord, must be helped and counselled. They
must be assured that the need for a widely used Cornish
language, as the natural flagship of Cornish national
culture, is as great as ever, and that the Unified form of
the language is still available, and provides ready access
both to the medieval Cornish literature and to many works
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written in modern times. They must be persuaded that by
opting for Unified Cornish they are following, not a lost
cause, but the course which was set by the founders of
our movement, and followed by them and their successors
for many years. People who are attracted by the novelties
of Kemyn or Kernuak must be reminded that change is
not always for the better, and that the burden of proof
on those who seek to change something that has worked
well for years is a very heavy one, which in this case has
not been met.
There is nothing fundamentally wrong with Unified
Cornish, although minor improvements could have been
(and indeed could still be) made. Unified bears a strong
and deliberate resemblance to Cornish at its prime, when
it was the first language of most Cornish people and the
vehicle of major works of literature. Kemyn, by contrast,
does not resemble genuine Cornish as it existed at any
time; Kernuak is indeed based on genuine Late Cornish,
but the decision to base revived Cornish on the language
in its prime rather than its decline was made (and rightly)
more than sixty years ago.
The paramount need for one kind of revived Cornish,
used by all, is unchanged, but this cause seems, barring
a miracle, to have been lost. The need for Unified Cornish
is also unchanged, but that cause will be lost only i f its
supporters allow themselves and potential students to be
deluded by the unnecessary alternatives propounded. We
have a better language, a better prophet, and a better
cause.
That cause, and with it the wider cause of Cornwall's
native culture, has suffered a major setback, with the sad
consequences of which succeeding generations must live.
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But the blow is not, and must not become, a mortal one.
We must ensure that those generations still possess, and
are encouraged to cherish, the option of walking in the
steps of Mordon. No Cornishman could ask for a greater
privilege than that. Nothing we do can ensure that future
generations of Cornish people will use Cornish at all, still
less that they will use Unified, and reject its rivals as
needless aberrations. But we can best serve Cornwall, and
Cornish, by doing our utmost to bring this about.
Let us recall the good advice given to John of Chyannor
in the oldest folk-tale recorded in Cornish: Na-wreugh
why gasa an forth coth rag an forth noweth, "Never leave
the old road for the new road". Let us recall also what
happened to those who went down that new road, and turn
ourselves aside from this one.
Cornwall and Cornwall's tongue lay lost in night:
God said 'Let Mordon be', and all was light.
It did not last: the Devil, howling 'Ho!
Let Kemyn be', restored the status quo.

(With apologies to Alexander Pope, Sir Isaac Newton,
Sir John Squire, and Dr. Albert Einstein).
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